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Abstract
The forecast of the next upcoming years estimates a growth of demand in transport. As the
railway sector in Europe has developed over many years, the infrastructure presents
performance issues because of, among other factors, asset maintenance activities being difficult
and time consuming. There are currently 4000 railway bridges in Sweden managed by
Trafikverket which are submitted to inspections at least every six years. The most common
survey is done visually to determine the physical and functional condition of the bridges as well
as finding damages that may exist on them. Because visual inspection is a subjective evaluation
technique, the results of these bridge inspections may vary from inspector to inspector. The data
collection is time consuming and written in standard inspection reports which may not provide
sufficient visualization of damages. The inspector also needs to move around the bridge at close
distance which could lead to unsafe working conditions.
3D modelling technology is becoming more and more common. Methods such as Close Ranged
Photogrammetry (CRP) and Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) are starting to be used for
architecture and heritage preservation as well as engineering applications. Infrared (IR)
scanning is also showing potential in creating 3D models but has yet not been used for structural
analysis and inspections. A result from these methods is a point cloud, a 3D representation of a
model in points that can be used for creating as-built Building Information Modeling (BIM)models.
In this study, the authors put these three methods to test to see if IR scanning and CRP are
suitable ways, such as TLS is, to gather data for 3D-reconstruction of concrete railway bridges
in fast, safe and non-disturbing ways. For this, the three technologies are performed on six
bridges chosen by Trafikverket. The further aim is to determine if the 3D-reconstructions can
be used for acquiring BIM-information to, among other things, create as-built drawings and to
perform structural evaluations.
As a result from the study, IR scanning and CRP show great potential as well as TLS in 3Dreconstruction of concrete railway bridges in fast, safe and non-disturbing ways. Still, there is
a need of development regarding the technologies before we can start to rely on them
completely.
Keywords: bridge inspection, non-destructive, safety, efficient, 3D-scanning,
traffic disturbance, BIM, assessment, as-built, point cloud
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The next 20-30 years will see unprecedented demand for growth in transport. Since the
European railway has been incrementally developed over many years, the network is
susceptible to performance issues due to, among other factors, asset maintenance activities
predominantly following costly time-based regimes that often fail to define the root causes of
degradation. The European Commission has started the project IN2RAIL, which aim to, among
other objectives, increase the reliability delivering better and consistent quality of service of the
European rail system. For this to be achieved, the sub-project of finding new inspection and
monitoring methods for structures while reducing traffic disturbance and improving efficiency
must be accomplished. (IN2RAIL)
In Sweden, there are currently 20 600 bridges managed by Trafikverket (responsible for
Sweden’s overall long-term infrastructure planning of road, rail, sea and air transport), 4000 of
which are railway bridges. Inspections on these bridges are done at least every sixth year.
(Trafikverket, 2016) The age of these bridges can be seen in Appendix A.

1.2 Current bridge inspection methods
Today, visual inspection is the most common mean of surveying existing bridges. These
inspections serve to determine the physical and functional condition of the bridges, as well as
locating defects that may exist in them. Because visual inspection is a highly subjective nondestructive evaluation technique, the results of these bridge inspections are dependent on many
factors. Research has shown that results from visual bridge inspections varies greatly depending
on the bridge inspector and that these types of inspections most likely will not identify the type
of defects for which the inspection is meant to find. The accuracy of these type of inspections
is also relatively poor, with few inspection teams providing results that could be considered to
accurately portray the condition of the deck. (Graybeal, Phares, Rolander, Moore, & Washer,
2002)
Data collection in visual inspections is time consuming and the collected data is typically
documented by completing standard inspection reports. These reports do not provide sufficient
visualization of locations and/or the extent of defects. (Abu Dabous, Yaghi, Alkass, & Moselhi,
2017)
Also, as these visual inspection methods are done on site it is assumed that the inspector must
move around the bridge at close distance, which may lead to unsafe working conditions
depending on the bridge.
These challenges make it obvious that new ways of monitoring bridges need to be found. On
top of this, traffic today has risen to a level where obstruction of traffic flow and closure of
lanes must be kept to a minimum. This situation has led to an increased interest in methods
capable of providing detailed information at affordable cost and with reduced obstruction to
traffic. (Hugenschmidt, 2002) Non-destructive testing and noncontact technologies have the
potential to be used to monitor the condition of bridge infrastructure and improve the efficiency
of the traditional inspection process (Abu Dabous, Yaghi, Alkass, & Moselhi, 2017).
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1.3 New bridge inspection methods to be considered
3D modelling technology is becoming more and more common in the construction industry.
Methods such as Close Ranged Photogrammetry (CRP) and Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS)
are starting to be used for architecture and heritage preservation as well as engineering
applications (Liu, 2013). CRP has shown potential in measuring inaccessible elements from the
line of sight, taking of dimension for progress measurement and for visualisation purposes
(Bhatla, Choe, Fierro, & Leite, 2012). It is also being studied, along with laser scanning, for
structural analysis (Riveiro, Caamaño, Arias, & Sanz, 2011) and for structural inspections
(Riveiro, González-Jorge, Varela, & Jauregui, 2013). Infrared (IR) scanning is also showing
potential in creating 3D models (Henry, Krainin, Herbst, Ren, & Fox, 2010) but has yet to be
implemented in the use of structural analysis and inspections. Since these technologies operate
at a distance, it is hoped that traffic disturbance will be at a minimum and safety conditions may
increase.
A result from these technologies is a point cloud, a 3D representation of a model in points,
which has been used for creating as-built Building Information Modeling (BIM)-models
(Riveiro & Solla, 2016). The hope is that, together with BIM, these point clouds can be used
for assessing bridges and in doing so, improve efficiency of modern bridge inspections.

1.4 Building Information Modeling (BIM)
The concept of BIM has existed since the 1970s (Eastman, et al., 1974). The National BIM
Standard-US defines BIM as follows; “Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital
representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a shared
knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions
during its life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition.” (National BIM
Standard-United States, n.d.)
BIM is cited as being useful in providing benefits through all stages of a projects lifecycle,
however BIM is most often used in the early stages of projects (Eadie, Browne, Odeyinka,
McKeown, & McNiff, 2013) for example for creating 3D-models and drawings. Studies show
that BIM is not being used to its full potential in late stages, such as in Facilities Management,
even though this group benefits most from BIM implementation (Eadie, Browne, Odeyinka,
McKeown, & McNiff, 2013). BIM-models can be further assessed, for example by structural
simulation using finite element analysis in a FEM software (Barazetti, et al., 2015). This has
the potential of being used in assessing bridges in their current state.

1.5 Aim
The primary aim of the research presented in this thesis is to:
-

-

Evaluate if Close Ranged Photogrammetry, Terrestrial Laser Scanning and Infrared
scanning are suitable methods acquiring data for BIM-information.
Investigate the possibility to create as-built drawings of structures with previously
mentioned technologies by testing them on real-world structures located in a range of
different environments and in different weather conditions.
Evaluate if the results from these methods can be used for inspecting structures in
matters of cracks and other damages that occur over time.
Develop new possibilities of improvement in inspection routines in terms of time
consumption, safety and traffic disturbance.
2

For these matters, scanning will be done on railway bridges located in Norrbotten County,
Sweden, which are pointed out by Trafikverket.

1.6 Research question
Are IR scanning and CRP suitable alternatives to TLS for creating 3D-representations of
railway bridges for BIM purposes and further assessments?

1.7 Limitations
The goal is to perform as accurate and precise study as possible, however some limitations must
be considered:
-

-

-

-

-

The Canon EOS 5D camera used to perform photogrammetric measurements is old.
There are cameras with higher resolutions on the market today that give images with
higher quality. As photos are the input data for creating point clouds using CRP, the
better images with higher resolution will give better in-data.
The terrain and water surrounding some of the bridges make it difficult to set up
scanning stations around the structure. To avoid this, waders are used.
Dense vegetation around some of the bridges occlude the bridges when capturing them.
To avoid this, plants need to be cut down or a higher number of camera stations will
have to be used.
Both authors are inexperienced with the studied methods of bridge inspections before
the study starts. To get around this limitation a literature study and training with the
equipment is done before scanning the bridges.
The process of creating models and working with point clouds requires very high
computer power. Using normal home computers is not sufficient as they are too slow.
For more details of the needed computer power see system requirements from Agisoft
Photoscan (Agisoft, Agisoft, 2018). A computer from LTU for rendering purposes is
used to speed up this process.
The study is focused on concrete bridges rather than steel bridges where the level of
details may be more complex.

1.8 Thesis outline
This thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction chapter, describing todays methods, new methods and what is hoped
to be achieved with this work.
Chapter 2: This chapter is a literature review of different surveying technologies used today
and of point clouds and their area of use.
Chapter 3: The method chapter, starting with 3.1, describes what equipment we use and how
it works in the field. Chapter 3.2 shows how tests were done in a lab and on a test bridge.
Chapter 3.3 describes the sites were field testing is conducted and how it is done on each site.
In closing, chapter 3.4 describes how the collected data from the tests are obtained and handled.
Chapter 4: Results in the form of point clouds are presented in 4.1. Time consumption of the
data gathering- and processing is presented in 4.2 and the results regarding safety and traffic
disturbance is written in 4.3.
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Chapter 5: Analysis is done by comparing measurements, first for the laboratory work in 5.1
and then for the bridges in 5.2 and 5.3. Crack detection is also analysed in 5.4, as is time
consumption and safety regarding the tested methods in 5.5.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and discussion regarding the studied methods and the answer of the
research question.
Chapter 7: General discussion is done to overlook in a critical way what is done in the study.
What could have been done to improve the research and why things are done as they are.
Chapter 8: Suggestions for further research related to this study

1.9 Demarcations
The testing is done in collaboration with the Polish company 3Deling, professional surveyors
with primary focus on 3D laser scanning. The authors of this thesis will focus on using the IR
scanning and CRP for collecting data while 3Deling will focus on TLS together with CRP.
Therefore, the method of obtaining data is only explained in detail doing IR scanning and CRP.
The obtained data from the field tests is processed in different software’s and further evaluated.
Today’s method of inspecting bridges is not observed first hand by the authors and therefore
accuracy, time and safety aspects will not be directly compared. Instead, previous observations
on current bridge inspection methods found when doing the literature review will be used.
Point clouds and 3D-mesh models can be obtained from IR scanning, CRP and TLS, however
focus in this thesis lies solely on the study of point clouds.
The division of work has been according to Table 1.
Table 1. Division of work.

Work done by:
David Crabtree Gärdin
Alexander Jiménez
Chapters as author:
Chapters as author:
Preface, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
Abstract, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 2.2, 3.1.2,
2.6, 3, 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 3.2.1.1, 3.2.2.1, 3.2.3.1,
3.2, 3.2.1.2, 3.2.2.2, 3.2.3.2, 3.3.1.2, 3.3.2.2,
3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.2.1, 3.3.3,
3.3.3.2, 3.3.4.2, 3.3.5.2, 3.3.6.2, 3.4.2, 3.4.3,
3.3.3.1, 3.3.4, 3.3.4.1, 3.3.5, 3.3.5.1, 3.3.6,
4, 4.2, 4.3, 5, 5.1, 5.5, 6, 8.
3.3.6.1, 3.3.7, 3.4.1, 3.4.4, 4.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4,
7.
Chapters as Co-Author:
Preface, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3,
Chapters as Co-Author:
3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.6,
1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 3.2, 3.3.1.2, 3.4.3, 4,
4.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 7.
5.1, 6.
CRP done on lab tests and in field, as well
Worked with IR scanning on lab tests and in as processing the results from CRP. Assisted
field, processed results from Infrared
with IR scanning testing.
scanning. Assisted with CRP testing.
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2 Literature review
To better understand the technologies and principles of capturing and creating a 3D model, a
literature review is done and presented in this chapter. For IR scanning, close ranged
photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning the literature review goes over the definition of
each concept, how they work and their applications. Other technologies are briefly explained
to gain knowledge about their potential use together with the first three.

2.1 Infrared scanning
Infrared (IR) radiation can be used to detect the temperature of objects. Transforming the
thermal image into a visible image is known as thermography (Meola & Carlomagno, 2004).
Infrared thermography received much attention in 1968 when a journal was published devoted
almost entirely to the presentation of papers on non-destructive testing by thermography (Hsieh,
Wang, & Yang, 1982). Early studies show the potential of this technology for performing nondestructive material tests to detect the presence, geometry and location of internal cavities
(Carlomagno & Berardi, 1976). Research also shows IR thermography’s capability in
improving identification and quantification of subsurface delamination of bridge decks (Abu
Dabous, Yaghi, Alkass, & Moselhi, 2017).
The technology of IR has been combined with RGB cameras, most notably in gaming products
such as Microsoft’s Kinect (Khoshelham & Oude Elderbrink, 2012) which uses PrimeSense
chips (Lehtola, et al., 2017). Experimental results on the Kinect show that the random error of
depth measurement ranges from a few millimetres up to about 4 centimetres at the maximum
range of the sensor. This has attracted attention from researchers in other fields, including 3D
modelling. (Khoshelham & Oude Elderbrink, 2012) Combining the information from cameras
and distance sensors is known as RGB-D cameras. These cameras have shown potential for 3D
modelling of indoor environments (Henry, Krainin, Herbst, Ren, & Fox, 2010) and creating
reasonably good reconstructed objects (Takimoto, et al., 2016).
Another type of RGB-D camera is the Matterport which also uses PrimeSense chips (Lehtola,
et al., 2017). Marketed for indoor use, Matterport claim scanning outside in 3D scan mode is
possible but not supported. This is because infrared light from the sun, even on a cloudy day,
can lead to alignment issues. It is therefore recommended to scan during civil twilight hours
(30 min before sunrise and 30 min after sunset) and placing the camera close between each scan
for best outdoor result. (Matterport, 2017). When Matterport is compared to other indoor
mapping systems, it proves strong in providing a photorealistic VR environment, but falls short
on accuracy. (Lehtola, et al., 2017)

2.2 Close Ranged Photogrammetry (CRP)
Photogrammetry is defined as the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information
from non-contact imaging and other sensor systems about objects in mind (Riveiro & Solla,
2016). The output from the photogrammetric process is a number of 3D points in object space
and the system can be classified as image-based or point-based products.
The first output consists of 2D representations of the 3D object in space, orthophotos. These
representations present an orthographic projection of the perspective projection of the image.
The images are then joined to each other giving the 3D representation of the object (Riveiro &
Solla, 2016). Secondly, point-based products use measurements and point-coordinates in 3D
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space to map the information into 3D models. (Riveiro & Solla, 2016). Regardless of the
classification, CRP is able to give a “how it is built” model of the structure.
In CRP, the distance of the object in space is less than 300 meters (Matthews, 2008). The
pictures taken are 2D projections of the 3D object space and a coordinate system of each picture
with its points is established. These 2D coordinates can be transformed by rotation and
translation to obtain 3D object coordinates of the control and solution points. As these normally
lie on different coordinate systems, 3D similarity transformation is a necessary tool (Riveiro &
Solla, 2016). The collinear points are paired due to the coordinates and the 3D model is created.
To be able to execute this technology, a camera and a software are needed. The most crucial
components of the camera are the sensor, viewfinder, lenses and focusing. The diaphragm
aperture and shutter speed need to be calibrated so the amount of light in each image taken is
correct. (Riveiro & Solla, 2016)
When the camera is calibrated, the target must be prepared. This target, artificial or natural,
needs specific points that are later used for identification. These points can be corners,
discoloured patches, bolts or artificial targets consisting of a black paper circle of a known
diameter placed in the centre of a white card of known dimensions. The last one is only required
if there are not enough natural points. Next step is to establish the measurement scale by placing
horizontal and vertical bars of known dimensions. Also, a horizontal plane can be good to
mount. This can be done using reference targets at same level. (Jáuregui, Tian, & Jiang, 2006)
With the target ready, it is time to prepare the camera stations and orientations. In previous tests
for a bridge, it has been done placing three groups of camera stations (Jáuregui, Tian, & Jiang,
2006). One close to the bridge for close-up images. One a little bit further away from the bridge.
Another 12 m away from the bridge for capturing the entire bridge and all targets in one shot.
An additional elevated group to get some elevated shots towards the roadway (at a height of
5,67 m from the roadway). Finally, for the deck measurement, six camera stations were used
(three along one support and three along a barrier of the bridge). When choosing the stations, it
is important to avoid obstructions and objects that are in the way to ensure optimum visibility
of the bridge. It is also important that at least 50 % (60 % is recommended) of the photograms
overlap so that the software used in further steps can identify enough points during the
orientation of the images (Riveiro, Caamaño, Arias, & Sanz, 2011).
In detail, to do this for best results, the first thing to keep in mind is the needed precision for
the subject. The scale must be set up and it follows equation 1. (Matthews, 2008)
𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

(1)

Second, the Sensor Pixel Size (SPS) can be factored into an equation to obtain the ground
sample distance (GSD) as in equation 2 (Matthews, 2008).
𝐺𝑆𝐷 = 𝑆𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝐻/𝑓

(2)

SPS is in micrometres, H is the height of the camera or distance from the object in meters and
f is the focal length of the lens in millimetres (Matthews, 2008).
When the wanted GSD is calculated, the camera height and distance between the stations can
be obtained, keeping in mind the overlapping of the photos (Matthews, 2008). As the GSD is a
6

measurement of cm/pixels, the desired GSD will depend on how high resolution one need for
each result.
Furthermore, weather conditions out-door should be with minimal shadows and consistent light.
A fixed focal length is recommended. The aperture should ensure good depth of field,
recommended f8 or f11 if the shooting is at a close distance from the object. The film speed
should not be too high as it can add artifacts to the pictures. ISO 100 is appropriate for a bright
day while a higher number is needed if it is in low-light conditions. Next thing is the shutter
speed which should be at least 1/200th of a second. Finally, the file format should be RAY+FINE
or RAW and autorotation mode disabled. (Matthews, 2008)
Before shooting the subject, planning is necessary. For large projects (area greater than 5 m²),
one chooses portions that represent most information in each capture. If there are not enough
natural marks, targets like monuments are needed as reference points. Also, high-accuracy GPS
is useful to establish the coordinates of the control points and the camera. A camera calibration
can be done by taking at least two additional photos turned 90 degrees to the previous photos
and other two turned 270 degrees at the beginning or end of the stereoshots. This eliminates
distortions from the lens with respect to the sensor location. Also, a control for the user defined
coordinate system is needed and can be done by adding an object of known dimension, visible
in at least two stereo models. (Matthews, 2008)
After the images are taken, they are digitally processed in a software that detects points of
interest (Riveiro & Solla, 2016). First step is to mark off points that are not needed in the images
(points from bushes, moving objects, etc) to provide the software help in referencing the points
of interest (Jáuregui, Tian, & Jiang, 2006). The points then enable orientation of the images,
constructing a dense point cloud or surface (Riveiro & Solla, 2016). Later, with the model
ready, it can be exported into different file formats depending on the software and further use.
CRP has been used for deformation measurements and crack opening in laboratory
environment. It has been tried out for real structure data acquisition and documentation during
bridges load testing (Riveiro & Solla, 2016). It has also been a tool for measuring the behaviour
of a variable geometry structure, analysing strain distributions and an approach to structural
analysis has been done based on photogrammetric models (Riveiro, Caamaño, Arias, & Sanz,
2011).
Experiments of creating as-built documentation have also been conducted (Klein, Li, &
Becerik-Gerber, 2011). Even if the as-built model presented errors exceeding 2% it showed
promising potential for image-processing software to further improve to make acceptable asbuilt photogrammetry possible.

2.3 Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also known as light detection and ranging (LiDAR), is an
advanced imaging technology that acquires 3D coordinates from a target object that is visible
from the viewpoint of the laser scanner (Turkan, Laflamme, & Tan, 2016). It does this by
sending out a laser pulse, measuring the time it takes for the pulse to travel to an object and
return to its source, and computing the distance based on the travel speed of the pulse (Park,
Lee, Adeli, & Lee, 2007). This is known as a “time-of-flight” laser scanner (TOF) and is mainly
used for long measuring devices (from hundreds of meters up to four kilometres). For shorter
range measurements, triangulation-based laser scanners are used (Riveiro, Morer, Arias, & de
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Arteaga, 2011). These scanners work by measuring phase shift in a continuously emitted and
returned sinusoidal wave. Both types of TLS achieved similar point measurement accuracies.
TLS technology has been proven effective in identifying structural condition indicators such as
displacement, deflective shapes and cracks. (Turkan, Laflamme, & Tan, 2016)
In contrast to CRP, which requires a minimum of two images that have to be scaled and
transformed to generate 3D information, TLS generates a point cloud directly with 3D
information with just one setup of the scanner (Ingensand, 2006). 3D geometry of an entire
surface can be acquired without direct contact, huge density of data is provided, high rate of
acquisition and a high measuring range of 0,5 – 2000 m are a few advantages offered by a TLS
system. Another essential advantage is that specific illumination conditions are not required.
(Riveiro, Morer, Arias, & de Arteaga, 2011)
The raw data from a TLS survey are point clouds with known 3D coordinates. These points
need to be processed in a commercial computer software to allow generating 2D drawings and
3D models that can subsequently be used for dimensional and structural analysis. (Riveiro,
Morer, Arias, & de Arteaga, 2011)
The major drawbacks that come with TLS consist of the need for adequate image quality and
resolution that can be hard to achieve in inaccessible locations. Also, TLS methods have been
developed and calibrated in laboratorial environments and therefore, further development is
needed before the technology can be broadly applied to existing structures. (Valenca, Puente,
Júlio, González-Jorge, & Arias-Sánchez, 2017) Another limitation of the technology is the huge
amount of computational resources required for the data processing (Riveiro & Solla, 2016).
Data storage and processing are two of the biggest factors as to why the implementation rate of
laser scanners in the architecture, engineering, construction and facilities management are low
(Turkan, Laflamme, & Tan, 2016).
Finding instruments with enough precision is also a challenge in some fields of engineering. In
some cases, the single point precision of the laser scanning technology, usually between 2 and
50 mm, is considered inadequate for monitoring structural deformation (Riveiro, GonzálezJorge, Varela, & Jauregui, 2013). However, it has been shown that submillimetric deformations
can be measured, at a precision up to 20 times higher than single point coordinate precision, by
modelling the entire point cloud (Gordon & Lichti, 2007). Experiments have shown that high
accuracy is achievable with a TLS model, where the maximum deflections are less than 1 mm
of those measured directly by LVDT (Park, Lee, Adeli, & Lee, 2007).
Before collecting data, previous planning is required on the following issues: location and
number of scans, resolution, occlusions and reference system. It is preferable to minimize the
number of scans by planning the scanning locations to avoid occlusions, ensuring full coverage
of the bridge. Vaults and areas next to cutwaters are critical areas to capture during bridge
scanning. The needed spatial resolution can on most systems be obtained by configuring the
angular steps of the horizontal and vertical encoders, while other systems allow directly
configuring the spatial resolution. Lastly, relative and absolute coordinate system intervene in
TLS surveys. The scanners own coordinate system (SOCS) defines coordinates for each
position of the instrument with regards to its centre of rotation mechanism. The project
coordinate system (PRCS) is arbitrarily defined and common to all scans in each project, and
the geographic coordinate system (GLCS) refers to geodesic or cartographic coordinates.
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Alignment is when point coordinates from the SOCS is transformed to the PRCS or the GLCS.
(Riveiro, Morer, Arias, & de Arteaga, 2011)
Laboratory experiments have shown great possibilities for TLS systems to be used for structural
assessment. When lined up against a concrete bed of cracked cylinders, a triangulation-based
laser scanner could easily identify the cracks. This experiment also showed that previous
knowledge of the crack was not needed, nor the 3D shape of the object being scanned. (Turkan,
Laflamme, & Tan, 2016) Other studies have shown that cracks at 1,25mm width can be detected
using a TLS scanner if the scanning parameters are set favourably (Anil, Akinci, Garrett, &
Kurc, 2013). This is however much more difficult for real built structures, mainly due to dirt
and moisture stains covering cracks (Valenca, Puente, Júlio, González-Jorge, & Arias-Sánchez,
2017).
TLS has also been experimented on bridges with promising results. One study was conducted
on the Cernadela bridge in Spain. For this study, twenty scans were made from ten various
positions. First a 360° scan was performed (with respect to the Z-axis) and then a second, high
resolution scan was made of the area including the surface of the bridge. A spatial resolution of
2 – 8 mm was used for the second scans. Twenty-seven reference targets at 10 cm in diameter
were also used so that at least four common targets were found between pairs of scans. After
processing, orthoimages of plan views of the bridge, three sets of sections with 20 cm interval,
3D models in CAD formats, 3D textured polygon models in standard format and 3D movies of
textured models in standard video format could all be generated. Furthermore, morphometric
analysis of the bridge arches, asymmetry analysis of spans and analysis of the transversal
sections could be carried out. (Riveiro, Morer, Arias, & de Arteaga, 2011)
When compared, it has been shown that CRP and laser scanning show no significant differences
as measured differences were only between 0 – 7 mm. A cost benefit analysis showed that CRP
is overall a lot more cost effective due to the equipment being relatively inexpensive compared
to a TLS system. Laser scanning does however score better on accuracy and required skill level.
(Broome, 2016)

2.4 Other measuring aids
2.4.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)
Incoming phases of satellite signals are measured to millimetre precision by a GPS receiver.
However, since passing through the atmosphere, the signals accuracy can be affected by
disturbance in the atmosphere. (Chekole, 2014) GPS measurements are used to position the data
in absolute 3D coordinates in real world (UNAVCO, 2017).
2.4.2 Total Station
A total station determines the horizontal angle, vertical angel and slope distance to a point by
combining the angle measurement capabilities of a theodolite with an electronic distance
measurement (EDM). If a direct line of sight between two points can be established and the
first one has known coordinates, the coordinates of the second unknown point can be
determined from the previous one. A total station is generally more precise than a GPS receiver.
(Chekole, 2014)
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2.4.3 Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
CRP and laser scanning both have their limitations in that the knowledge of inner material
properties are not captured. GPR produces an overall qualitative internal image and provides a
higher penetration depth than optical methods. The GPR profiles can be registered with the
global 3D model (generated by CRP or TLS) in the same coordinate system. When tested on
Cernadela bridge in Spain, the thickness of the voussoirs could be determined, giving a more
accurate structural analysis. (Riveiro, Arias, Armesto, Caamaño, & Solla, 2012)
2.4.4 Miscellaneous equipment
Other equipment enabling photographs for places difficult to capture can be used doing CRP.
Examples of these are long monopods, tripods and drones. These accessories can help the
inspector to avoid difficult places to stand, increasing the numbers of possible safe camera
stations.

2.5 Point clouds
With the development of new photography techniques and scanning systems, a simple and
intuitive way to create digital representations of the real world has been introduced. By
sampling the surface of an object, a set of points embedded in three-dimensional space can be
produced – a point cloud. (Gumhold, Kami, Isenburg, & Seidel, 2005) The density and accuracy
of the point cloud is regarded as the main quality parameters and a higher quality point cloud
leads to improved monitoring results (Rebolj, Pučko, Čus Babič, Bizjak, & Mongus, 2017).
A drawback with point clouds is the amount of data storage required. While laser scanners are
gaining more and more resolution and accuracy, new methodologies must be prepared to
process the huge amount of data, leading to problems related to computational efficiency.
Occlusions are also a widespread problem and a major cause for losing information during
acquisition, leading to uncertainty with incomplete data. (Riveiro & Solla, 2016)
Point clouds are not yet fully implemented in the domain of structural engineering or
infrastructure management. Although a point cloud can be considered as the most primitive 3D
model that permits obtaining 3D measurements and drawings, the final model pursued is usually
a solid 3D model. This 3D model may be more elaborate depending on the application, but it
still means converting the points into a solid model, something which is not fully automated
and needs manual work. (Riveiro & Solla, 2016)

2.6 From point clouds to BIM
Point clouds can be used as a reference to update as-designed BIM into an as-built BIM. This
requires progressively scanning a structure during construction phase since laser scans
performed at a single point in time cannot capture a complete view of the structure components.
(Gao, Akinci, Ergan, & Garrett, 2014) Intense efforts have been made to automate the process
of creating as-built BIM models from surveying data. Despite promising results, the issue is not
yet completely solved. (Riveiro & Solla, 2016) Instead, the point cloud is imported into the
BIM-software and used as a reference tool to manually build the 3D model (Prochazka &
Chwalibog, 2017).
Although point clouds produce dense representations of external surfaces, the creation of new
historic BIM libraries is a very time-consuming operation. Commercial packages are not able
to handle the complex geometry of historic structures, since they were developed for modern
buildings with regular geometry. Despite these challenges, it has been shown that an accurate
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BIM-model from a point cloud is possible using Revit for simple and regular shapes, while
more complex shapes are modelled with a NURBS-based procedure. (Barazetti, et al., 2015)
NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational Basis-Splines) are mathematical functions expressed by
means of knot vectors with a parametric definition. These can be converted into parametric
BIM objects which means oversimplification of shapes is avoided. Even though this means
adding an extra step in the process, this approach is proven faster than traditional modelling in
commercial BIM software. (Oreni, et al., 2014)
One use of BIM-models is to create 3D visualisations and drawings. Furthermore, another
possibility is to integrate the model into a FEM software and perform structural simulation
using finite element analysis. The BIM model and its geometric information are turned into a
tetrahedron solid mesh to preserve the information captured by laser clouds. Although the
geometric consistency can be preserved, small object and irregular shaped edges can be
transformed into distorted elements. Automated conversion into a consistent mesh remains a
very complicated task, meaning manual editing is required. This is a very time-consuming
operation. (Barazetti, et al., 2015)
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3 Method
This chapter describes how the study is done and how the experiments are conducted. This
includes the choice of doing a literature review, the equipment and software of use, the
preparation, prior training and the actual field testing of the bridges.
By choosing the method of field testing to obtain results, more can be learned about how the
three techniques work and what outcome to expect, rather than just doing a literature study on
the subject. A literature review is still conducted to learn about the technologies and what
previous studies have shown. Sources are mainly from journals and scientific reports written
by authors researching the subject.
Lab testing and testing on a local bridge is done by the authors to get to know the equipment
and software, since no prior experience exists.
The analysis on the point clouds is conducted by comparing measurements, both from drawings,
see Appendix E, and using TLS as the true as-built value. This is done since TLS has been
proven to provide accurate point clouds. The measurement analysis aims to show how accurate
each method is. Crack detection analysis is performed by viewing the created models to see if
one can detect cracks on the computer instead of doing an ordinary visual inspection on site.
Time is monitored for IR scanning and CRP. This is done by taking the time for each method
to scan each bridge. The aspect of safety is judged by what kind of danger the authors put
themselves in to achieve the results. Traffic disturbance is measured by how much the data
collection process disturbs traffic, both from trains on the bridges and possible traffic around
and under the bridges.

3.1 Equipment
Choosing equipment is not something by the authors. Instead the equipment is given by LTU
for conducting this research. 3Deling have their own equipment which they regularly use when
performing surveys. Following equipment is used for the research. This section also explains
how it is used.
3.1.1 Infrared scanning
The Matterport Pro2 3D Camera MC250, Figure 1, is
a 3D camera that uses three infrared sensors to
capture the depth data together with the visual data
(RGB) at 360° (left-right) and 300° (vertical). The
camera can export images at 8092 x 4552 pixels and
has a maximum range of 4,5m. (Matterport, 2017)
When scanning, the camera rotates to get a 360° view
of the space and the image is then returned to an iPad
with the Matterport app. By viewing the returned
image, it can be seen where the camera has and has
not been able to scan. The camera is then
repositioned to capture all the dark parts of the image.
To scan an object, Matterport recommends at least 8
scans and that the camera height is also adjusted to
capture the whole object. Scanning outdoors is not

Figure 1. The Matterport Pro2 3D camera MC250.
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recommended but if done, the manufacturer suggests a distance of 1 meter between each
scanning position. (Matterport, 2017)
After scanning, the images are uploaded to Matterports own cloud service where a 3D space is
created. According to the manufacturer, the 3D data is dimensionally accurate to within 1% of
reality. The model can be worked in through Matterports own workshop or downloaded as a
OBJ file or a point cloud version. Downloading a point cloud version is currently in beta.
(Matterport, 2017)
3.1.2 Photogrammetry
The camera of use is a Canon EOS 5D. It has a CMOS optical sensor and has 12,8 megapixel
resolution. The camera is equipped with a Canon EF 35mm f/2 IS USM wide-angle fixed zoom
lens to cover large regions with good quality. The focus and exposure will be different for each
bridge as weather conditions may vary. This is stated in the method for each bridge to be
studied. The picture quality is set to highest and in RAW format. Image rotation is disabled.
Also, a Manfrotto camera support is used to avoid blurred images.
Both natural and artificial targets are used to identify points in the photographs. Natural targets
are edges, discoloured patches, rails, etc and the artificial are consisted of white paper with a
coded black sign from Agisoft PhotoScan (Photoscan, n.d.). They are a marker type 12 bit, with
center point radius of 10 mm, and dimension 105 x 99 mm. The targets are placed at a known
distance from centre to centre using a folding ruler in each case.
Using the PIX4D ground sampling distance calculator, a GSD for each distance is calculated.
With that distance the width and height of a single image footprint is determined to be able to
know where to put the camera stations, Table 13 Appendix C. This is to get an at least 60%
overlapping in each photograph.
Shooting the bridges is explained under each object in this chapter. It is done similarly to prior
reports from the theory and according to Agisofts user manual (Agisoft, Agisoft). It may vary
due to harsh terrain.
The software of use for building the photogrammetric model is Agisoft Photoscan Professional
64-bit. This program detects identical points from each image taken and aligns the photographs
to the position where it is taken in order to recreate a 3D model of points from the photos. To
be able to identify concurring points between pictures easily, the prior mentioned artificial
targets can be used. These are coded so that the program can identify and place the photos in
correct position. As the dimensions and distance between them are known, the model can also
be manually scaled to the real dimensions inside the software. PhotoScan is also able to do selfcalibration so this will be done. After the alignment, a dense point cloud is created. Next a 3D
mesh can be created, and texture added giving a solid 3D model. Later, the program can export
files such as point-clouds and 3D models that will be used in this study for evaluating the results.
3Deling use a Canon EOS 5D Mark II equipped with a fixed zoom lens of 14 mm focal length.
Accessories for this camera are a tripod and a monopod that can reach up to 6 meters of length
to capture difficult areas. Also, a drone is used on bridge 3 and 5 to get the top of the bridges,
capturing the whole 3D structure in its context. Their software of use is Bentley ContextCapture
(Bentley, 2018) and Adobe Lightroom (Adobe, 2018). Their process of taking pictures is not
described in detail in this report.
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3.1.3 Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
The TLS used for this thesis is Riegl VZ-400. This scanner uses the time-of-flight principle and
can provide scan data acquisition with 5-millimetre accuracy / 3-millimetre repeatability, a
measurement range of up to 600 meters, and an efficient measurement rate of up to 122 000
measurements/sec. Field of view is 100° vertical and 360° horizontal and invisible laser beam
for eye safe operation in Laser Class 1 is used. (Riegl, 2017)
GPS markers are also used, placed close to the bridge being scanned. These serve as points
were GPS coordinates have been measured with a GPS receiver to be georeferenced with the
point cloud from the TLS.
TLS is done by 3Deling.

3.2 Laboratory testing and training
Before scanning is done on the actual bridges, two tests are performed in a lab and a bridge in
Luleå is chosen to serve as a test bridge. This is done to see how the techniques manage to
capture objects in as ideal settings as possible and to get experience in using the cameras and
software before testing in field. 3Deling with their laser scanner are not included in these tests.
3.2.1 Lab test 1
For the lab test 1, a concrete sample with two cuts on either side is used, Figure 2. The concrete
sample has dimensions of 605x20x20 mm.

Figure 2. Lab test 1, concrete sample.
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3.2.1.1 Infrared scanning
The concrete sample is placed standing upright with enough space around it to place the camera
1 meter from the test object, see Figure 3.

Figure 3. Lab test 1, set up of the Matterport camera and test specimen.

Four scans are taken from 1 meter away at each corner view of the sample, with the center
camera at 1m above the floor. Four more scans are taken from 1 meter away at each side view
of the sample with the center camera at 0,5 meters above the floor. The floorplan produced is
then trimmed to only include the data of the sample, see Figure 4.

Figure 4. Lab test 1, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

The scans are uploaded to Matterports cloud service and when processing is complete, a point
cloud version is requested from Matterport.
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3.2.1.2 Photogrammetry
For lab test 1, a wide-angle fixed zoom lens of 35 mm is used set to autofocus. Exposure is
manually configured with an aperture of 8.0 and shutter speed between 1/6 1/5 so that the photos
get same lighting conditions. ISO is set to 160. A GSD is calculated to know how many camera
stations are needed. GSD is obtained to be 0,02 cm/pixel. Eight camera stations 1,5 m from the
object are determined, one in each corner and one parallel to each face according to isolated
object capturing in Agisofts manual (Agisoft, Agisoft). Eight coded markers from Agisoft are
used placed 15 cm from the object and 25 cm from each other. This is to facilitate further
alignments of the photos as the sample has got few natural targets and to scale the sample
correctly in Photoscan. The setup is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Lab test 1, photogrammetry setup.

For this test, one photo from two heights from each station is shot. Heights are 1 m and 47 cm.
The camera is mounted on a tripod as shown in Figure 6. This ensures that the images do not
get blurred.

Figure 6. Lab test 1, photogrammetry photo-session.
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3.2.2 Lab test 2
For the second lab test, three concrete samples as the ones from lab test 1, are stacked as shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Lab test 2, setup of concrete samples.

3.2.2.1 Infrared scanning
A as in lab test 1, eight scans are taken of the sample seen in Figure 8, one from each corner
view and one from each side view, all at 1 meter away from the object. For the side views, the
center camera is at 0,5 meters above the floor, and at the corner views, the same height is 1,1
meters. The final scan is then trimmed, see Figure 8, and uploaded to Matterports cloud service
and a point cloud version is requested.

Figure 8. Lab test 2, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

3.2.2.2 Photogrammetry
For lab test 2, the camera settings are the same as in lab test 1 but the shutter speed. This changes
between 1/5, 1/6 and 1/8 as the lighting is not consistent over all the object. This time 10
markers are used. Six located on the floor and 4 on the beam like structure located on the
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supports, see Figure 9. The markers are put 20 cm from the object and with 60 cm between the
ones placed in front of the structure.

Figure 9. Lab test 2, photogrammetry setup.

According the photo stations two distances are chosen as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11,
one 1 m from the object and the other one 2 meters from the longer side from it. Then ten
stations are determined, two on each longer side, one in each shorter side and one in each corner,
surrounding the object as for isolated objects in the user manual (Agisoft, Agisoft).

Figure 10. Lab test 2, distances from object, seen from above.

Figure 11. Lab test 2, distances from object, seen from above.

Two photos are shot from each station, one at 1 m from the floor and one at 43 cm in height.
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3.2.3 Bridge test
The chosen bridge is a simply supported slab bridge trafficked by cars with pedestrian crossing
underneath, see Figure 12. The height of the bridge, measured with a folding rule, is 3,10
meters. The span from the supports is 5 meters. Thickness of the slab is 0,65 m and of the
supports 0,25 m. There are almost no obstacles in terms of vegetation in the way and light
conditions are good as the weather is very cloudy.

Figure 12. Test bridge.

3.2.3.1 Infrared scanning
The underside of the bridge is
scanned by placing the Matterport
camera 1,2 meters away from the
bridge and moving the camera 1
meter between each scan. This is
done along each wall underneath
the bridge and along the span on
each side, see Figure 13. A total of
31 scans are performed to cover the
entire underside of the bridge. Five
scans are disturbed by passing
cyclists/people and are therefore
deleted and rescanned, which is
why the last scan is numbered 36
and not 31. The top side of the
bridge was not scanned in this test.
Figure 13. Test bridge, IR scanning positions, seen from above.
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3.2.3.2 Photogrammetry
In this bridge 26 markers are used with 1 m between them.
The markers are placed at the façade of the bridge and on
the walls underneath of it.
Three distances are chosen for the camera stations, 4, 6 and
10 meters with 2 heights on one side, 1 respective 1,7 m
from the floor to the camera lens. On the other side only 6
meters were used. The stations are presented in Figure 14
and are planned according to facade shooting for the
outside.
Shots with different angles are taken from up and down
creating a panoramic view. In table the number of shoots is
listed in each station.
Additionally, four other stations are placed in each corner
of the bridge entrance to get full coverage of the walls and
underside of the structure. Nine photos are taken from each
of these spots changing the angle to get the whole inside of
the bridge and good overlapping between images. In Figure
15 one can see the process of taking photos for CRP on the
test bridge.

Figure 14. Test bridge, camera stations
(CRP), seen from above.

Figure 15. Bridge test, photogrammetry.
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3.3 Data collection
This section explains the sites and bridges being
scanned for the project. It is also explained how
these scans are carried out on site using the
various scanning techniques.
For this thesis, six bridges are scanned using the
previous mentioned technics. They are all
located in the north of Sweden, Figure 16, and
used for railway services. The bridges will
henceforth be referred to as bridge 1 – bridge 6.
Under each bridge, the scanning method from
IR scanning and CRP are presented separately
while the laser scanning is described in general
in chapter 3.3.7.
A time schedule for the field testing is found in
Appendix B.
Prior to testing, a trip is done to each bridge to
evaluate its accessibility and plan for field work.
All bridges, with exception of bridge 1 and 6,
require waders and standing in the surrounding
water. For bridge 1 the water is to deep even
with waders and bridge 6 does not have
surrounding water, but instead a road that it
spans over.

Figure 16. Map of bridge locations.
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3.3.1 Bridge 1 – Edbäcken
Built:
1886 (superstructure replaced 1977)
Width:
3,8 m
Span:
7,125 m
Construction:
Simply supported slab bridge
Material:
Reinforced concrete
Bridge 1 is located close to Boden and spans over flowing water, Figure 17 – Figure 19. Depth
of the water is not accurately measured but at least waist high on the average person and in
constant motion. The stream follows irregular curves at both sides of the bridge. Surrounding
the bridge is a dense layer of bushes and trees. Testing is done on a sunny day.

Figure 17. Bridge 1, view from side 1.

Figure 18. Bridge 1, view from side 2.

Figure 19. Bridge 1, view on top.
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3.3.1.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 1
Due to the high water level under the bridge, placing the Matterport camera underneath is not
possible. Scanning starts by the foundation on one side of the bridge. The Matterport is then
moved to the other side and scanned as close to the water as possible to try and get alignment
across the bridge. This proves unsuccessful and therefore each foundation is scanned separately,
see Figure 20. All scans next to the walls of the bridge are performed within 2 meters from them
and the distance between the positions is approximately 1 meter. Going to the top side of the
bridge, alignment between the scans cannot be established and the top side is therefore not
scanned.

Figure 20. Bridge 1, IR scanning with four scan locations, seen from above.
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3.3.1.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 1
Camera settings are manual and set to ISO 160, exposure with aperture f/8, shutter speed
manually adjusted and lens on autofocus as distances of shooting can be irregular.
The bridge is marked with Agisofts markers on the walls with 1 m in between and on the rail
with 1,6 m in between.
The first setup for doing CRP on this
bridge is based on the test bridge trying to
place camera stations at different locations
and distances from the object to study.
First plan is to have eight stations 4 meters
away from the bridge, four stations at 6
meters and three at 10 meters from the
bridge. Also, one station in each corner of
the bridge. Due to the terrain this is not
possible, and the stations are adjusted. One
side has eight stations, six at 6 meters from
the bridge and two from each corner. The
other side has four stations, one from each
corner and two from further away but still
from corner positions, to capture the entire Figure 21. Bridge 1, camera stations (CRP), seen from above.
bridge. Four positions are also done on the
top side of the bridge to capture the railway, see Figure 21. A total of 90 photos are taken.
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3.3.2 Bridge 2 – Påunakbäcken
Built:
1887 (superstructure replaced 1998)
Width:
4,5 m
Span:
2,95 m
Construction type:
Simply supported slab bridge
Material:
Reinforced concrete
Bridge 2 is north of Murjek, close to Polcirkeln and spans over a stream of water, see Figure 22
– Figure 24. Surrounding area is wet and full of wild growing bushes and trees, with rocks and
sand by the foundations of the bridge. The water below the bridge is roughly 0,5 meters deep
and not very fast flowing. Testing is done on a sunny day.

Figure 22. Bridge 2, view from side 1.

Figure 23. Bridge 2, view from side 2.

Figure 24. Bridge 2, view on top.
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3.3.2.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 2
The Matterport camera is placed in the water starting from one side of the bridge. With close
intervals of approximately 1 meter, the bridge is scanned underneath and on two sides, see
Figure 25. The other sides of the bridge are too steep and unstable to successfully place the
camera and the top side of the bridge is not able to align. All scans next to the walls of the
bridge are performed within 2 meters from them. A total 13 aligned scans are captured.

Figure 25. Bridge 2, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

3.3.2.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 2
Camera settings are set to AV-mode with
ISO 160, exposure with aperture 10,
shutter speed automatic due to sunny
weather and lens set to autofocus as
distances of shooting is irregular.
In total, 44 markers are placed with 1
meter in between on the walls and beams
of the bridge for scaling and help with the
alignment. They are also added to the
walls of the abutments under the bridge.
A total of 55 stations are setup as shown
in Figure 26. The distances from the
bridge to the stations are determined
through the GSD to know how many
stations are needed in each place for full
coverage of the bridge. Due to the terrain
these spacings are not measured nor

Figure 26. Bridge 2, camera stations (CRP), seen from above.
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fixed, however it is considered when choosing positions. To get the top of the bridge, 16 stations
are placed on the side of the bridge as shown in Figure 26. The 10 stations under the bridge are
done by 3Deling with same camera settings. The use of these pictures is explained in the data
processing chapter for CRP. In each position photos are taken panoramically. A total of 581
shoots are taken.
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3.3.3 Bridge 3 – Kedkejokk
Built:
1906
Width:
41,2 m
Span:
4m
Construction:
Arch bridge
Material:
Concrete
Bridge 3 is located close to Riksgränsen and spans over a stream of water, Figure 27 and Figure
28. Located on a hillside, it is steep from the bridge foundation to the rails. The surroundings
are scattered with small trees and bushes and the stream takes up a big space on either side of
the bridge, following almost a straight line downstream and a slight curve upstream. Water level
under the bridge is roughly 0,5 meters at its deepest and on either side, there are platforms for
walking. This bridge is the third bridge to be tested and it is done on a cloudy day.

Figure 27. Bridge 3, view from outside.

Figure 28. Bridge 3, view from inside.
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3.3.3.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 3
Scanning starts from one end of the bridge and the camera is then moved through with close
intervals of approximately 1 meter, until reaching the other side, see Figure 29. Due to rapidly
flowing water, the camera stand needs to be held while crouching underneath during each scan.
All scans are performed within 2 meters from the walls of the bridge. A total of 21 scans are
captured.

Figure 29. Bridge 3, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

When looking at figure, it is obvious that scans 18 – 21 are not aligned. For this reason, these
scans are deleted before uploading the bridge to the Matterport cloud service.
3.3.3.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 3
Camera settings are set to AV with ISO 160,
exposure with aperture f/8, shutter speed
automatic and lens on autofocus as distances of
shooting are irregular.
Markers are placed with 1 m interval on the
inside of the bridge, Figure 31, leaving the
outside unmarked due to wet terrain.
Planning camera stations for this bridge is done
on site due to the irregular terrain so the distance
to the object is not measured for the camera
positioning. Camera stations are placed as in
Figure 30 capturing the whole outside of the
bridge from different angles and positions. The
inside of the bridge is taken with the camera
facing straight to the opposite wall from bottom
to top assuring minimum of 60% overlapping.
Also, pictures are taken inside with angle to get
parts located deeper inside of the tunnel. Only
one third of the bridge is tested due to a tight time

Figure 30. Bridge 3, camera positions (CRP), seen from
above.
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schedule, getting a total of 25 stations and 621 photos.

Figure 31. Bridge 3, marker placement.
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3.3.4 Bridge 4 – Juovajokk
Built:
1902 (superstructure replaced 1960)
Width:
3,8 m
Span:
5,5 m
Construction:
Simply supported girder bridge
Material:
Reinforced concrete
Bridge 4 is in Abisko and spans over a stream of water, see Figure 32 - Figure 34. Surrounding
area is dense with trees and by the side of the bridge are steep, grassy slopes. The water under
the bridge is fast flowing but shallow, following a slight curve. Testing is done with the
Matterport during sunset when cloudy. Testing CRP is done in two stages, one cloudy at sunset
and one cloudy at sunrise.

Figure 32. Bridge 4, view from side 1.

Figure 33. Bridge 4, view from side 2.

Figure 34. Bridge 4, view on top.
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3.3.4.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 4
Scanning starts from a corner position underneath the bridge and is then done through the
bridge, see Figure 35. The top side of the bridge is not scanned. All scans next to the walls of
the bridge are performed within 2 meters from them and the distance between each scan is
approximately 1 meter. 23 aligned scans are captured for this bridge.

Figure 35. Bridge 4, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

3.3.4.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 4
Testing this bridge is done as previously mentioned on two separate days, one cloudy at sunset
and one cloudy at sunrise. Camera settings are set to manual with ISO 160, exposure with
aperture f/8, shutter speed at sunset 1/6 seconds and at sunrise varying between 1 and ½ seconds
due to changing light conditions. The lens is set to autofocus as distances of shooting are not
measured nor regular. As this leads to an unknown coverage of a single image, a large number
of pictures are taken to ensure enough overlapping between each photo.
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12 markers separated 1 m from each other are
used on the abutments made of concrete, see
Figure 37.
No prior camera stations are determined due to
the terrain. The camera stations are placed at
both sides of the bridge, Figure 36. Photos are
taken from each corner covering the outside and
inside of the bridge in angle. To get better
resolution and coverage of the walls on the
inside, camera stations are located under the
bridge next to its walls facing the lens straight
to the opposite wall, taking one step at a time
shooting pictures from the bottom to the top or
the underside of the bridge. Finally, three
pictures are taken further away to capture the
whole bridge in it context.
A total of 45 positions are used and 737 photos
are taken.

Figure 36. Bridge 4, camera positions (CRP), seen from
above.

Figure 37. Bridge 4, marker placement.
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3.3.5 Bridge 5 – Pahtajokk
Built:
1902 (superstructure replaced 1963)
Width:
3,9 m
Span:
6,9 m
Construction:
Simply supported girder bridge
Material:
Reinforced concrete
Bridge 5 is outside Kiruna and spans over a stream of water, see Figure 38 – Figure 40. From
one side of the bridge, closest to the road, the area is plane with a few trees close to the bridge,
while the other side is denser with trees. By the foundations, big rocks are stacked at an angle.
The water is roughly 0,5 meters deep and flows at a rapid pace in some parts. The stream moves
in a curve in both sides of the bridge. A fence surrounds the bridge to prevent accidentally going
on the rails. Testing is done on a cloudy day, with consistent light conditions and after heavy
snowfall.

Figure 38. Bridge 5, view from side 1.

Figure 39. Bridge 5, view from side 2.

Figure 40. Bridge 5, view on top.
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3.3.5.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 5
Scanning starts from one of the corners and then moves to cover the underside of the bridge,
see Figure 41. For positions 3 – 7, the stream flow so rapidly that the camera stand is held while
crouching underneath. Lastly, two scans are performed near the side of the foundation to capture
a visible crack. The top side of the bridge is not scanned. All scans next to the walls of the
bridge are performed within 2 meters from them and approximately 1 meter between each
station. A total of 21 scans are captured covering the underside of this bridge.

Figure 41. Bridge 5, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

3.3.5.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 5
Camera settings are set to manual with ISO 160, exposure with aperture f/8, shutter speed 1/13
seconds and lens set to autofocus as distances of shooting are irregular. As this leads to an
unknown coverage of a single image, a large number
of pictures are taken to ensure enough overlapping
between each photo.
For this bridge no markers are used as it does not have
places to stick them. Also, no prior camera stations are
planned in detail due to the terrain and water. The
camera stations are placed at both sides as in Figure 42.
In addition of taking photos only from each corner to
get the inside of the bridge, the camera stations are
located under the bridge next to its walls facing the lens
straight to the opposite wall as in bridge 4, taking one
step at a time (approximately 0,5 - 1 m), shooting 8-10
pictures from bottom to top. Finally, three pictures are
taken further away to capture the whole bridge in one
shot getting a total of 32 stations and 397 photos.

Figure 42. Bridge 5, camera positions (CRP), seen from above.
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3.3.6 Bridge 6 – Kallkällevägen
Built:
1966
Width:
4,54 m
Span:
9,2 + 14,5 + 9,2 m
Construction:
Continuous girder bridge
Material:
Reinforced concrete
Bridge 6 is in Luleå and spans over a two-lane road trafficked by cars with sidewalks on either
end, see Figure 43 – Figure 45. Being surrounded by roads, the view of the bridge is good from
both sides and few trees cover the slopes next to the bridge. The tracks are of limit and
surrounded by a fence which also covers part of one foundation. Testing the Matterport is done
on a cloudy day and CRP is done on a half-cloudy day at sunrise.

Figure 43. Bridge 6, view from side 1.

Figure 44. Bridge 6, view from side 2.

Figure 45. Bridge 6, view on top.
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3.3.6.1 Infrared scanning – bridge 6
Starting scan position for bridge 6 is at the foundation. The Matterport is then moved sideways
to capture the entire width before being moved along the length. Same procedure is repeated
until the camera reaches the road. To align across the road, to avoid stopping traffic
unnecessarily long, only three scans are taken from the middle of the road. The other side is
then scanned by the same principle as the first side until the fence gets in the way, see Figure
46. All scans are performed with approximately 1 meter between each station, except for across
the road where scanning is done on both sides and in the middle of the road to get alignment
across. A total of 67 successfully aligned scans are taken.

Figure 46. Bridge 6, IR scanning positions, seen from above.

3.3.6.2 Photogrammetry – bridge 6
Camera settings are set to manual with ISO 160, exposure with aperture f/8 and autofocus on
the lens. The shutter speed varies. On one side, at 4 and 8 m from the bridge, 1/8 seconds is
used and 18 m from the bridge, 1/10 seconds is used. On the other side, at 4 and 8 m from the
bridge, 1/15 seconds is used and at 18 m from the bridge, 1/20 seconds is used. Images taken
from far away to capture the entire bridge have a shutter speed of 1/25 seconds. Underneath the
bridge, shutter speed is set to 1/13.
A total of 8 markers are placed, two on each pillar at 1 m in between for scaling purposes.
Camera stations, Figure 47, are planned at 4 m, 8 m and 18 m from the bridge as well as one
from far away to capture the entire bridge. The underside is done by moving the camera one
step at a time across the bridge width, shooting pictures from bottom to top at each station. To
capture the pillars in their entirety, the same procedure as underneath the bridge is from behind
the pillars. Additionally, photos are taken around each separate pillar as explained in Agisoft’s
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manual for isolated objects. In all, 744 photos are taken from 142 stations including those going
around the pillars.

Figure 47. Bridge 6, camera positions (CRP), seen from above.

3.3.7 Terrestrial laser scanning
The number of stations and scanner resolution for each bridge is presented in Table 2. Since
TLS is performed by 3Deling, scanning positions are not presented.
Table 2. Number of scanning stations and scanner resolution for TLS.

Number of
scanning stations
Bridge 1
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
Bridge 4
Bridge 5
Bridge 6

10
11
15
15
11
11

Scanner resolution
[million points per
scan]
30-40
30-40
20
20
30-40
30-40
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3.4 Data processing
Once the field testing is complete, the collected data is processed for each technique separately.
3.4.1 Infrared scanning
The Matterport company uses a cloud service that processes the data. When all the scans have
been collected, they are uploaded to the cloud and complex algorithms compute the images and
return a 3D model as an .obj file. Upon special request, a point cloud of the data is also obtained.
These point clouds are processed in Autodesk ReCap (Autodesk, 2017).
3.4.2 Close ranged Photogrammetry
The photos taken are processed in Agisoft PhotoScan. Every photo is controlled, put in
panoramic order and unwanted areas such as the sky and moving objects (persons, etc) are
masked using PhotoScan’s masking tool, Figure 48.

Figure 48. Masking unwanted areas in Agisoft PhotoScan.

The images can then be aligned using the automatic alignment tool where one chooses from
very low to very high alignment accuracy (Agisoft, Agisoft). With higher accuracy, the
sensitivity of point recognition increases which leads to more accurate camera position
estimates. After the automatic alignment, photos can be manually aligned if they are placed in
the wrong position by the prior command. For this, it is important to choose pictures with good
overlapping after each other so that the software is able to recognize and place them together.
With the images aligned, a sparse point cloud is created for the model, Figure 49. Next step is
to clean up unwanted points from surrounding areas or those appeared from noise in the images.
This is done by marking the points and deleting them from the model.
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Figure 49. Photos aligned in right positions and sparse point cloud created in PhotoScan.

When this is done, a dense point cloud can be generated in the program creating a more realistic
model of the structure, Figure 50. The quality of the dense point cloud can be chosen from very
low to ultra high, meaning that a higher number of points are created as the quality rises,
providing more detailed and accurate geometry (Agisoft, Agisoft). Again, unwanted points
must be deleted after this step.

Figure 50. Dense point cloud of bridge 4 in PhotoScan.

Next steps are to create a mesh and if wanted, to add texture to the model making it look
realistic.
Scaling the model is done using a scale bar tool from PhotoScan, specifying the dimensions of
known objects, markers and distances between markers prior the alignment. Two scale bars can
be viewed in Figure 51 and Figure 52.
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Figure 51. Scaling a model with elements of known dimensions.

Figure 52. Scale bar in the model with elements of known dimensions.

When everything is done the model is ready to be exported into the format of choice for further
use.
All bridges are aligned with very high accuracy. However, bridge 1, 2 and 3 are almost realigned
in their entirety image by image after the automatic alignment due to wrong positioning of the
photos by the software. One side and the underside of bridge 6 are also done this way. For the
dense point cloud, high quality is chosen as a setting with exception to bridge 5 that is done
with ultra high quality. No mesh or texture is added as the purpose of the Master Thesis is to
study point clouds.
3.4.3 Data processing by 3Deling
3Delings data is processed by them and is therefore not explained in this report.
3.4.3.1 Photogrammetry
In this thesis, the resulting model of bridge 5 from 3Deling is shared for comparison with the
same bridge done by the authors. 3Deling create two models; one using their photos, and one
using the authors photos from the field trip, both of which are processed in Bentley
ContextCapture.
3.4.3.2 Terrestrial laser scanning
All the data collected using TLS is processed by 3Deling. The results are shared so that
comparison between the different models can be made.
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3.4.4 Viewing the point clouds
The point clouds from Matterport and CRP are in .xyz format while the point clouds from TLS
are received in PTS format. These are imported and indexed in Autodesk ReCap. Intensity
clipping is set to 100% and decimation grid is set to 0 mm to get as dense cloud as possible.
However, even by doing this, ReCap still has a hard limit of one point per cubic millimetre
(Autodesk, 2017). Unwanted points are removed and measurements are taken directly from the
point cloud by marking the two points with the measurement tool. ReCap automatically saves
the new point cloud as a project file .rcp.
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4 Results
As previously mentioned, a result from each technology is a point cloud. This section shows
these point clouds. The consumed time for the data collection and the work done to create the
models is presented, as well as experienced observations regarding safety risks and traffic
disturbance during the field trip. The results are later compared in detail in the analysis chapter.

4.1 The point clouds
For each bridge and technology, a point cloud model is created, and the models are presented
in Figure 53 – Figure 78, under each headline. For bridge 5, additional point clouds from
3Deling using CRP with their photos as well as the authors photos are also presented. For further
images of the bridges see Appendix D.
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4.1.1 Lab test 1

Figure 53. Point cloud from IR scanning

Figure 54. Lab test 1, point cloud from photogrammetry.
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4.1.2 Lab test 2

Figure 55. Lab test 2, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 56. Lab test 2, point cloud from photogrammetry.
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4.1.3 Bridge test

Figure 57. Bridge test, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 58. Bridge test, point cloud from photogrammetry.
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4.1.4 Bridge 1

Figure 59. Bridge 1, point clouds from IR scanning.

Figure 60. Bridge 1, point cloud from photogrammetry.

Figure 61. Bridge 1, point cloud from TLS.
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4.1.5 Bridge 2

Figure 62. Bridge 2, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 63. Bridge 2, point cloud from photogrammetry.

Figure 64. Bridge 2, point cloud from TLS.
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4.1.6 Bridge 3

Figure 65. Bridge 3, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 66. Bridge 3, point cloud from photogrammetry.

Figure 67. Bridge 3, point cloud from TLS
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4.1.7 Bridge 4

Figure 68. Bridge 4, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 69. Bridge 4, point cloud from photogrammetry.

Figure 70. Bridge 4, point cloud from TLS.
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4.1.8 Bridge 5

Figure 71. Bridge 5, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 72. Bridge 5, point cloud from photogrammetry

Figure 73. Bridge 5, point cloud from TLS.
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Figure 74. Bridge 5, point cloud from photogrammetry (3Deling using our photos)

Figure 75. Bridge 5, point cloud from photogrammetry (3Deling using their photos)
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4.1.9 Bridge 6

Figure 76. Bridge 6, point cloud from IR scanning.

Figure 77. Bridge 6, point cloud from photogrammetry.

Figure 78. Bridge 6, point cloud from TLS.
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4.2 Time consumption
Time in field for each scan session is presented in Table 3. The time includes the preparation
of the targets as well as the scanning/photographing. As TLS is not done by the authors, this
time is not presented. However, the sessions of laser scanning have been completed faster than
the CRP for all the bridges.
Table 3. Consumed time for the data collection in field.

Bridge 1
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
Bridge 4
Bridge 5
Bridge 6

Matterport
15 min
30 min
45 min
40 min
56 min
1 h 52 min

CRP
2 h 38 min
3 h 40 min
3 h 45 min
1h
53 min
2 h 16 min

The time for processing the data from the Matterport and photogrammetry for each bridge is
presented in Table 4. Regarding Matterport, the process is done using a cloud surface, hence
the exact time cannot be determined. However, the days from uploading the data until getting
the point cloud model is known. Also, for photogrammetry, the exact time is difficult to say as
the computer is left loading during the nights and weekends, but the days required from start to
a complete model is known. Again, TLS is done by 3Deling, so time consumption is unknown.
Table 4. Consumed time for processing the collected data.

Bridge 1
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
Bridge 4
Bridge 5
Bridge 6

Matterport (days)
2
2
2
2
2
2

CRP (days)
1
3
2
4
7
4

4.3 Safety and traffic disturbance
The safety of the scanning depends on the required positions of the people who scan, the
placement of instruments and the accessibility to the bridges. To be able to capture the whole
bridges, it is necessary to move around them having visual access to all areas at different
distances depending on the method. Observed risks are falling from high positions, falling
items, slipping or tripping due to the terrain, drowning and getting hit by vehicles.
Regarding the Matterport and CRP, every bridge is done without crossing the railway with
exception of bridge 1 and 2. Bridge 6 is scanned crossing a light trafficked road and the
undersides of bridge 1 to 5 are done in the water stream. TLS is done without placing stations
on the tracks or the road. All Matterport scanning is done close to the bridges while CRP and
TLS also are performed further away in comparison to the Matterport.
All the data collected on site is achieved without stopping traffic except for bridge 6 when
scanning on the road under the bridge with the Matteport and CRP.
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5 Analysis
The analysis of the results is divided in three ways. One is a geometric comparison of the models
using measurements from the as-designed drawings as reference to obtain how much each
technology differ. Also, knowing that TLS is a well-tested and accurate technique, such as
described in the literature review, the models obtained using this method will be assumed to be
the real value for the as-built model. From this as-built model, the comparison of accuracy for
the other two methods is done. The next way is to analyse whether one can detect cracks by
using the three methods. Finally, time consumption, safety and traffic disturbance are studied
according to what has been experienced during the elaboration of this project.

5.1 Analysis of laboratory work
To see how well IR scanning and CRP captured the laboratory samples and the test bridge,
measurements from the point clouds are compared to measurements taken with a ruler in Table
5.
Table 5. Measurement comparison, for laboratory tests, between ruler measurements and the point clouds.

Ruler measurement IR scanning point
[mm]
cloud measurement
[mm]

CRP point cloud
measurement [mm]

Height
Width
Depth
Lab Test 2

605
200
200

602
229
239

606
204
205

Height
Width
Depth
Bridge test

605
200
200

590
222
232

602
201
199

Span
Height
Deck thickness

5000
3100
650

4998
3094
676

4989
3031
640

Lab test 1
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The difference between the ruler measurements and the point cloud measurements are presented
in Table 6.
Table 6. Difference between ruler measurements and the point clouds.

Difference between
ruler measurement
and IR scanning
[%]

Difference between
ruler measurement
and CRP [%]

Height
Width
Depth
Lab test 2

0,5
14,5
19,5

0,17
2
2,5

Height
Width
Depth
Test bridge

2,48
11
16

0,5
0,5
0,5

Span
Height
Deck thickness

0,04
0,19
4

0,22
2,23
1,54

Lab test 1

From what can be seen in Table 6, IR scanning is overall less accurate on the short
measurements compared to CRP but more accurate on the long measurements.
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5.2 Measurements comparison of the bridges
To compare the geometry of the point clouds, measurements are taken and compared to the
same distances on the drawings of each bridge and presented in Table 7. The parts where data
is missing is due to the point cloud model being incomplete and measurements therefore not
being available. For bridge 5, the CRP point cloud from 3Deling will also be analysed to see
how it compares against CRP performed by the authors.
Table 7. Measurement comparison, for the bridges, between drawings and the point clouds.

Drawing
IR scanning
measurement point cloud
[mm]
measurement
[mm]

CRP point cloud
measurement
[mm]

TLS point cloud
measurement
[mm]

Length
Span side 1
Span side 2
Width (deck)
Width (side 1)
Width (side 2)
Bridge 2

14 900
6925
7125
3800
1000
1000

-

7213
3810
1021
1034

14 907
6923
7125
3800
995
1000

Length
Width (deck)
Width
(foundation)
Span (free)
Span (support)
Bridge 3

9700
4500
5070

4540
5121

4510
5124

9722
4510
5106

2950
4050

3020
4053

2925
4047

2940
4036

Span
Height
Width
Bridge 4

4000
4680
41 200

2735
3447
-

3063
3830
-

2746
3469
44 014

Span
Width
Steel beam
(long)
Steel beam
(short)
Bridge 5

5500
3800
5321

5442
3820
5304

5391
3802
5272

5432
3805
5295

4481

4293

4242

4282

Span
Width
Bridge 6

6900
3900

6914
3973

7736
4399

6834
3886

Width
Span

4540
14 500

4618
14 719

4501
14 476

4543
14 547

Bridge 1
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Length
Diameter
pillar
Diameter
pillar
Diameter
pillar
Diameter
pillar

34 600
1000

1035

1002

34 848
1001

1000

1022

964

998

1000

1030

994

1000

1000

1025

1125

998

Assuming the TLS is the as-built value, the measurements from the drawings are compared
with the on-site measurements of the TLS to compare the difference between as-built and asdesigned. This is done by equation 3 and presented in
Table 8.
𝑇𝐿𝑆 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

∗ 100 = |𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 [%]|

(3)

Table 8. Difference between drawing and TLS measurements.

Difference
between
drawing and
TLS [%]
Bridge 1
Length
Span side 1
Span side 2
Width (deck)
Width (side 1)
Width (side 2)
Bridge 2

0,05
0,03
0
0
0,5
0

Length
Width (deck)
Width (foundation)
Span (free)
Span (support)
Bridge 3

0,23
0,22
0,71
0,34
0,35

Span
Height
Width
Bridge 4

31,35
25,88
6,83

Span
Width

1,24
0,13
58

Steel beam (long)
Steel beam (short)
Bridge 5

0,49
4,44

Span
Width
Bridge 6

0,96
0,36

Width
Span
Length
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar

0,07
0,32
0,72
0,1
0,2
0
0,2

When observing
Table 8, one can see that the drawings generally do not differ much from the TLS data, meaning
the drawings on a whole can be considered accurate to the truth. Bridge 3 is the only bridge that
stands out. When on site, observations where made which led to the assumption that concrete
has been used to strengthen bridge 3, meaning that the underpass has closed in on itself. This is
supported by the fact that the measurements are all smaller than on the drawings.
The results from IR scanning and CRP are compared against TLS, with equation 4 and equation
5 respectively, to measure how accurate these models are.
𝐼𝑅 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝑇𝐿𝑆 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝐿𝑆 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

∗ 100 = |𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 [%]|

𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝑇𝐿𝑆 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝐿𝑆 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

∗ 100 = |𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒[%]|

(4)
(5)

Table 9 presents the differences calculated with equations 4 and 5.
Table 9. Difference in measurements between IR scanning and CRP compared to TLS.

Difference
between TLS
and IR
scanning [%]

Difference
between TLS and
CRP [%]

Length
Span side 1
Span side 2
Width (deck)
Width (side 1)
Width (side 2)
Bridge 2

-

1,24
0,26
2,61
3,4

Length

-

-

Bridge 1
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Width (deck)
Width
(foundation)
Span (free)
Span (support)
Bridge 3

0,67
0,29

0
0,35

2,72
0,42

0,51
0,27

Span
Height
Width
Bridge 4

0,4
0,63
-

11,54
10,41
-

Span
Width
Steel beam (long)
Steel beam (short)
Bridge 5

0,18
0,39
0,17
0,26

0,75
0,08
0,43
0,93

Span
Width
Bridge 6

1,17
2,24

13,2
13,2

Width
Span
Length
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar
Diameter pillar

1,65
1,18
3,4
2,4
3
2,7

0,92
0,49
0,1
3,41
0,6
12,73

Table 9 shows that the IR scanning overall does not differ much from the TLS, while CRP has
a few spikes in accuracy, mainly on bridge 3 and bridge 5.
Something that can be said about all these tests is that while TLS captures the entire bridge,
several measurements are not possible to get from the IR scanning and CRP data. This is due
to the IR scanning and CRP point cloud data sometimes being incomplete, meaning that all
measured areas on the bridges have not been captured, see for example Figure 65 and Figure
66. To properly measure the point clouds, the two end points of the measured object need to be
captured.
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5.3 Analysis between CRP done by 3Deling and CRP done by the authors
An analysis is done between CRP conducted by 3Deling and CRP conducted by the authors to
compare results. The point cloud from 3Deling using their photos is compared against the point
cloud created by 3Deling using the authors photos. This is done to compare the point clouds
based on skill level taking photos in field, since both are created in the same software. The point
cloud from 3Deling using the authors photos is also compared against the point cloud from the
authors to compare the point clouds based on software. Comparison is done in the same way as
in chapter 5.2, where TLS is considered the as-built value.
The measurements for bridge 5 are shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Measurements for TLS and all CRP point clouds, bridge 5.

Bridge 5

TLS
measurement
[mm]

CRP (authors)
measurement
[mm]

Span
Width

6834
3886

7736
4399

CRP (3Deling,
their photos)
measurement
[mm]
6840
3898

CRP (3Deling,
authors photos)
measurement
[mm]
6845
3901

The accuracy of each CRP point cloud is compared against the TLS point cloud by using
equation 5 from chapter 5.2. This is presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Measurement comparison between TLS and all CRP point clouds.

Bridge 5

Difference between
CRP (authors) and
TLS [%]

Span
Width

13,2
13,2

Difference between
CRP (3Deling, their
photos) and TLS
[%]
0,09
0,31

Difference between
CRP (3Deling,
authors photos)
and TLS [%]
0,16
0,39

As can be seen in Table 11, the difference between 3Deling using their photos and 3Deling
using the authors photos is minimal. Still, the point cloud made from 3Delings photos is the
most accurate according to the TLS scan. What can be said is that skill level taking pictures
matters but not to a great extent.
However, when comparing the authors point cloud with 3Delings, there is a significate
difference in the accuracy. This means that the choice of software and experience using them
also have significant importance besides taking good pictures.
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5.4 Crack detection analysis
Since ReCap is mainly a program used for viewing and measuring point clouds, it is only
possible to do a visual analysis on the data. This is done by comparing the point clouds at the
same section of the same bridge where a visible crack was spotted when on location. The crack
is visible at the support of the bridge deck at bridge 5, Figure 79.

Figure 79. Bridge 5, visible crack at the support of the bridge deck.

The crack from Figure 79 is compared in Figure 80 to get a comparison of the point clouds
view.

Figure 80. Crack analysis. Left: IR scanning. Middle: CRP. Right: TLS.

Even though all methods capture the area where the crack is located, it is obvious that the crack
is not visible from IR scanning and TLS point clouds. CRP on the other hand, renders the crack
visibly.
In ReCap, this type of inspection will only work if the crack is larger than 1mm, due to the hard
limit of 1 cubic millimetre required for each point. However, in Agisoft PhotoScan it is
observed that the point cloud has a higher density than in ReCap since two points can be closer
together than 1mm, Figure 81.
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Figure 81. From Agisoft PhotoScan. Left: Section of a point cloud. Right: Zoomed in image of point cloud.

5.5 Time consumption, safety and traffic disturbance
As presented in Table 3, the Matterport scanning is faster than CRP with exception of bridge 5.
Also, as shown in Table 4, the point-cloud processing time is in general reduced as the resulting
point cloud is obtained within two days for the Matteport, while processing the photos from the
CRP has a span from one to seven days depending on the bridge, pictures and quality settings
when creating the model.
Regarding safety, the experienced risks are standing in the water stream, at high ground, on
railway tracks and the road. On the other hand, this safety depends on the accessibility of the
bridge, the visibility of all its surfaces and the standing positions during the scanning. Increasing
the needed distance from the scanner to the object creates more possibilities when choosing
scanning stations and positions to stand. The Matterport camera needs to be at a maximum of
4,5 meters from the object and approximately 1 meter in between each scan to be able to get a
good outdoor image, limiting the amount of possible positions. For the CRP, the distance from
the stations to the object depends on the camera and lens while the positions of the person that
is scanning depend on accessories such as tripods, monopods and drones that enable capturing
places difficult to reach. The Riegl laser scanner has a reach up to 600 meters making it possible
to choose scanning positions further away as long as there are no obstructions or the surface to
scan is visible.
As the Matterport must be placed inside of 4,5 meters to the object, stations on the road of
bridge 6 and on all railway tracks are necessary to capture the whole bridge which can obtrude
traffic. However, each scan takes 30 seconds making which is a short period of time for each
scan. Doing CRP with only a tripod also needs positions on the road of bridge 6 and on all
tracks to get the bridges in their entirety. This moment can be excluded using different enabling
accessories depending on each situation. The TLS range is an advantage, making it possible to
choose positions out of traffic being the visibility of all surfaces for each bridge the only factor.
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6 Conclusion and discussion
Based on the results from this thesis, it can be said that IR scanning and CRP show great
potential such as TLS does in 3D-reconstruction of concrete railway bridges. These point
clouds, as prior studies have shown, can be imported into BIM software for further purposes
such as structural assessments and creating drawings. However, there is still development that
needs to be done before they can clearly be stated as the right choice for bridge inspections, as
the results are not impeccable.
In general, the point clouds using CRP show an accuracy of within one percent of error in
comparison to the TLS which shows that it is reliable if the scanning and data-processing is
conducted correctly.
By saying conducted correctly, a question arises about what correctly is? From the gained
experience during this work we can say that there is not a predefined way to conduct CRP on
all objects. What is done on one structure may not work on the other, the right equipment for
one bridge may not be the optimal choice for another one as geometry, terrain, weather
conditions, etc may vary. This is where the experience and skill level come in to play. By having
the right training, experience and a large range of equipment such as drones, enablers, etc, CRP
will be an efficient way to get good results. This is shown when comparing bridge 4 with 5,
where the method of taking photos, except for the markers, and the data processing are done in
the same way and software. What worked for bridge 4 clearly did not do well for bridge 5.
However, in chapter 5.3 when we compare the point clouds of bridge 5 created by 3Deling
regardless of who took the pictures, this difference of experience is not as obvious. Here, the
point clouds created in different software’s stand out the most. This means that not only
experience taking photos but also the choice of software and the skill level in processing them
is important when elaborating accurate point clouds of real 3D structures.
Using IR scanning with the Matterport camera is overall less accurate to that of TLS when
compared with CRP. While it does not have any spikes in accuracy, such as CRP on bridge 3
and 5, it falls short in capturing anything of use on bridge 1. Also, the CRP spikes are an
example of skill level rather than the technology itself. The main issues experienced when using
the Matterport are range and alignment. With a range of only 4,5 meters, aligning two scans
over a long area where the camera cannot be placed in between is not possible, as was the case
with bridge 1. It means that accessible terrain all around the object is a requirement. However,
since the sun was out when scanning bridge 1, this could also have affected the attempted
alignment across the water. The fact that IR radiation from the sun can interfere with IR
scanning is another factor that limits its use. Furthermore, it is observed that alignment issues
appear when terrain around the bridges is almost indistinguishable. This can be observed on
bridge 3, where the long width does not have any unique features to align with. It can also be
put into question whether the flowing water underneath bridge 6 is of any consequence.
However, since bridge 2, 4 and 5 are captured without any alignment issues, the waters effect
cannot be clearly stated unless bridge 6 or a similar tunnel, could be scanned without any
flowing water.
When looking for cracks in the point clouds, as seen in chapter 5.4, it is obvious that CRP
displays the clearest of the three methods. The point clouds from IR scanning are not dense
enough to distinguish cracks. The TLS point clouds lack of colour makes cracks difficult to
distinguish. However, since this is only a visual analysis, and previous studies show that TLS
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has been able to detect cracks at 1,25 mm, it is possible to assume that crack detection may be
possible with TLS. Since CRP produces a dense point cloud it could also be assumed that
smaller cracks than the one observed is possible to detect. The visual analysis done from the
point clouds in this thesis can be compared to doing a visual inspection on site. Only difference
is that the inspection can be done from an office rather than in field.
The required time on site when collecting data is short for all three methods. While the
Matterport camera does not need prior preparation of the target, it takes 30 seconds for each
scan and the total time depends on how many scanning positions are necessary to obtain a full
and aligned scan of the object. When performing CRP, preparation of the targets can be
necessary and time consumption also depends on how much information that can be captured
in each photo. With higher angle of the lens, less pictures are needed but more distortion added.
Furthermore, with a high-resolution camera that can capture details from distance, a wider angle
on the lens than we used and a known single image coverage, the amount of camera stations
can be reduced making the process faster. Also, more than one camera at different stations can
be combined for each bridge reducing the shooting time in field. However, based on this study
it is difficult to say which method is faster in field.
In terms of time consumption processing the collected data, IR scanning with the Matterport is
the fastest. With all the scans aligned from being on site one only has to send the project to
Matterports cloud service to get the point cloud. Only minor cleaning of unwanted points is
necessary, and the point cloud is ready within 2 days. The point clouds from CRP take more
time to produce if high quality is wanted. The higher quality, the more time it takes for the
computer to process the data, so the required time consumption will depend mostly on the
available computer power. Off course, experience in each software, how to use them correctly,
which the best order to place the pictures is before starting the automatic processes, etc, will
help but it is still the automatic process like the alignment and dense cloud generation that take
up most of the time.
All three methods are safe to use on the bridges from this thesis. However, it is not clear if all
types of scanning will be safe on other bridges. The Matterport camera needs to be close to the
target which can be a problem for places difficult to reach. The TLS is heavy but has a long
reach distance which offers more possibilities than the Matterport. What is clear is that CRP
stands out the most as there is a great diversity of accessories (monopods, drones, etc) that
enables the person who takes pictures to stand at safe places while photographing areas difficult
to reach. Combining these with different lenses (wide angle, telescopes, etc) and high-resolution
cameras creates a large range of options to choose in between for each situation making it easier
to capture entire structures from safe places.
Finally, traffic disturbance using IR-scanning, CRP and TLS is avoidable using the right
equipment. Some disturbance was produced using IR scanning and CRP under bridge 6 at the
road, stopping cars for a moment while scanning or taking pictures. The TLS never stopped the
traffic as the scanning stations did not need to be placed on the road making it a better choice
if using our methods. However, as for the safety, there are accessories available on the market
that could make it possible to evade stopping traffic.
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7 General discussion
Even though IR scanning and CRP and TLS all prove capable of producing 3Dreconstronstructions of bridges, it can be said that the methods are not equally good for all
purposes. IR scanning falls short on accuracy, range and overall diversity of use, while it
favours in time consumption and user friendliness. As mentioned in the previous chapter, CRP
can be used in harder to reach environments while at the same time producing a more accurate
point cloud. Also, training and experience can reduce time consumption in field for CRP to
where it rivals that of IR scanning. TLS is a well-tested accurate method which, unlike IR
scanning and CRP, is not affected by sunlight, however it is less mobile. The question the user
must ask is what they want most from the method they are choosing. For structural assessment,
CRP or TLS, depending on surroundings, may be a better choice since accuracy is important,
whilst IR scanning may be a better choice for a simple 3D-rendering that needs to be done
quickly. Regardless of what method is chosen, it is important to know what kind of results to
expect.
Choosing hardware and software are also crucial factors in getting the desired result. What has
been learned during this thesis is that ReCap is a point cloud program that has limited areas of
use. If viewing and measuring the point clouds is not enough, different programs need to be
used. The crack detection analysis could possibly have been done more than just visually,
however time constrictions led to us not being able to find a more suitable option. Also, the
hard limit of one point per cubic millimetre means the point clouds loose some of their density
when imported, something we did not realise until late during the project.
When comparing our bridge 5 from Agisoft to the one made from our pictures in
ContextCapture, the one from Agisoft is far beyond accurate. Even if it cannot be said that it is
a problem that comes with the program, more likely with the skill level of the one that uses it,
it would be interesting to try out other software’s. Creating the point clouds in for example
Bentley ContextCapture would have been interesting to see if the results improve and if it is
more user-friendly.
Taking a course or having more training in Agisoft Photoscan instead of learning it by ourselves
with the user manual could have sped up the data-processing and given better results creating
point clouds from the beginning. More training in CRP with professionals to get more
experience in field before scanning the bridges is also something that could have been done to
improve results. We got some training from other studies, tutorials and scanning some tests.
We got also tips and tricks from 3Deling during the field trip to help us improve. However, it
would probably make a difference with more prior training as the skill level requirement in field
is high for this technique.
The time consumption for processing the data in Agisoft Photoscan is shown only for the
models created with success. When some bridges were created they resulted in bad point clouds
with images from different spots of the bridges placed in the wrong positions or not aligned at
all. The decision to not include this time consumption was taken as we considered it as the time
needed to learn how to manage the program correctly.
Choosing what camera to use is also important and was not up to us but instead handed to us
for the project. It can be assumed that a better camera would have yielded better CRP results.
Since modern cameras have better resolution, details are more easily captured, and distance
becomes less of a factor since zoom can be used with better sharpness. As a comparison, our
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camera has 12,8 megapixels while the newest version has 30,4 megapixels. Newer cameras also
come equipped with GPS which Agisoft can use when aligning photos.
More accessories could have been used for the CRP to capture areas difficult to reach instead
of taking pictures with an angle. This could have made a difference in distortions creating more
accurate point clouds and would also conclude in full 3D-structures instead of having some
areas without points. Using more accurate measuring devices than a ruler for placing the
markers for scaling purposes could also have made a difference when creating the point clouds.
Available scale bars and markers that exist on the market could also have been used for CRP in
other ways, experimenting and finding the best way of using them.
Choosing TLS as the true as-built value, was done since measurements from the drawings are
as-designed values, and no manual measurements were taken on site. Even though TLS is a
well-tested and accurate technique, there is still a margin of error that exists. In order to avoid
relying on TLS for getting as-built values, taking measurements on site would be required. This
was not however the main goal of this thesis.
Lastly, performing the scanning in field with the same weather and light conditions (cloudy)
for both IR scanning and CRP would have helped in generating better results. This was difficult
due to the tight schedule and that the weather each day depends on nature. To be able to do this
we would have had to go back more times depending on the weather forecasts.
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8 Future work
As stated, IR scanning, CRP and TLS show potential in reconstructing 3D-structures.
Nevertheless, there are still research that need to be done before claiming them as the right
option for getting BIM-models, documentation, structural analysis, assessments, etc. Here are
some possible suggestions for future work that can help the techniques to develop in the
construction industry:
-

Scanning bigger and more complex structures to compare the results in terms of
accuracy and safety.
Compare the accuracy by taking manual measurements of the bridges.
Analyse the methods comparing them with today’s bridge inspection routines from a
projects point of view considering project leading, economy, safety…
Improve the process of importing point clouds into BIM-software and automate the
creation of as-built BIM-models.
Perform assessments and structural analysis using point clouds as a base.
Combine these techniques with others like GPR and total stations to get more accurate
and more structural data to look for further possibilities regarding methods of structural
analysis.
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Appendix A – Age of bridges in Sweden
The age of Sweden’s bridges is shown in Figure 82, horizontal axis being age and vertical
axis being quantity. Red marks road bridges and blue marks railway bridges.

Figure 82. Age of bridges in Sweden.
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Appendix B – Time schedule for field testing
The week of field testing is planned as shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Time schedule for field testing.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 6

Activity
Start-up meeting
Lunch
Drive to bridge 1
Scan bridge 1
Drive to hotel
Breakfast
Drive to bridge 2
Scan bridge 2
Lunch
Drive to hotel
Breakfast
Drive to bridge 3
Scan bridge 3
Lunch
Drive to bridge 4
Scan bridge 4
Drive to hotel
Breakfast
Drive to bridge 5
Scan bridge 5
Drive home
Scan bridge 6

Time
2h
1h
1h
4h
2h
1h
1h
4h
1h
3h
1h
2h
3h
1h
1h
3h
1h
1h
20min
3h
4h
4h
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Appendix C – GSD calculator
Threw the GSD, the width and height of a single image footprint is calculated. This is done in
PIX4d Ground Sampling Distance Calculator. In Table 13 it is presented the coverage of a
single image in different distances from the object of shooting. The table is calculated using
the camera and lens from the authors. This table is used for planning camera stations when
scanning bridges.
Table 13. Coverage of a single image for CRP.

Distance to
object (m)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
18

GSD (cm/pixel) Width of image Height of
footprint (m)
image footprint
(m)
0,02
1
0
0,03
1
1
0,05
2
1
0,06
3
2
0,08
3
2
0,09
4
3
0,11
5
3
0,13
5
4
0,14
6
4
0,16
7
5
0,17
8
5
0,19
8
5
0,22
10
6
0,28
12
8
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Appendix D – Point cloud images
This appendix displays the point clouds from eight angles. Bridge 1 for IR scanning is not shown here since it is not fully captured.
Bridge 1 - CRP
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Bridge 1 - TLS
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Bridge 2 – IR scanning

79

Bridge 2 – CRP

80

Bridge 2 – TLS
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Bridge 3 – IR scanning
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Bridge 3 – CRP

83

Bridge 3 – TLS

84

Bridge 4 – IR scanning

85

Bridge 4 – CRP

86

Bridge 4 – TLS

87

Bridge 5 – IR scanning

88

Bridge 5 – CRP

89

Bridge 5 – TLS

90

Bridge 5 – CRP (created by 3Deling using the authors photos)
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Bridge 5 – CRP (created by 3Deling using their photos)
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Bridge 6 – IR scanning
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Bridge 6 – CRP

94

Bridge 6 – TLS
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Appendix E – Drawing of the bridges
Here, the drawing used for comparing measurements are shown. Bridge 5 has no obtainable drawings, span and width was given by Trafikverket.
Bridge 1.
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Bridge 2.
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Bridge 3.
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Bridge 4.
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Bridge 6.
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